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a b s t r a c t
Suppose G = (V , E) is a simple graph and k is a fixed positive integer. A subset D ⊆ V is
a distance k-dominating set of G if for every u ∈ V , there exists a vertex v ∈ D such that
dG(u, v) ≤ k, where dG(u, v) is the distance between u and v in G. A set D ⊆ V is a distance
k-paired-dominating set of G if D is a distance k-dominating set and the induced subgraph
G[D] contains a perfect matching. Given a graph G = (V , E) and a fixed integer k > 0,
the Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem is to find a minimum cardinality distance
k-paired-dominating set of G. In this paper, we show that the decision version of Min
Distance k-Paired-Dom Set is NP-complete for undirected path graphs. This strengthens
the complexity of decision version ofMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem in chordal
graphs. We show that for a given graph G, unless NP ⊆ DTIME (nO(log log n)), Min Distance
k-Paired-Dom Set problem cannot be approximated within a factor of (1− ε) ln n for any
ε > 0, where n is the number of vertices in G. We also show thatMin Distance k-Paired-
Dom Set problem is APX-complete for graphs with degree bounded by 3. On the positive
side, we present a linear time algorithm to compute the minimum cardinality of a distance
k-paired-dominating set of a strongly chordal graph G if a strong elimination ordering of G
is provided. We show that for a given graph G, Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem
can be approximated with an approximation factor of 1+ ln 2+ k · ln(∆(G)), where∆(G)
denotes the maximum degree of G.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Suppose G = (V , E) is a simple graph. The open neighborhood of a vertex v in G is the set NG(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E} and
the closed neighborhood of v is NG[v] = {v} ∪NG(v). The degree of the vertex v in G is dG(v) = |NG(v)|. Themaximum degree
of a graph G = (V , E) is ∆(G) = max{dG(v) : v ∈ V }. For a subset S of V , the subgraph of G induced by S is the graph G[S]
with vertex set S and edge set {xy ∈ E: x, y ∈ S}. A matching in G is a set of pairwise nonadjacent edges. For a matching M
in G, a vertex v is saturated byM if v is incident to some edge ofM; otherwise v is unsaturated byM . A matchingM in G is a
perfect matching if G has no vertex unsaturated byM .
A subset D ⊆ V is a dominating set of G if every vertex in V \ D has at least one neighbor in D. A subset D ⊆ V is a
paired-dominating set of G if D is a dominating set and the subgraph G[D] contains a perfect matching. A paired-dominating
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set isminimum if the cardinality of D is minimum among all paired-dominating sets of G. The concept of paired-domination
was introduced by Haynes and Slater [21] and then well studied in the literature [2,4,8–10,12,13,21,28].
The distance between two vertices x and y in G is the minimum length of a path from x to y. A subset D ⊆ V is a distance
k-dominating set of G if every vertex v in V has at least one vertex u in D such that dG(u, v) ≤ k. A subset D ⊆ V is a distance
k-paired-dominating set of G if D is a distance k-dominating set and the subgraph G[D] has a perfect matching. The distance
k-paired-domination number, denoted by γ kp (G), is the minimum cardinality of a distance k-paired-dominating set of G. The
concept of distance k-paired-domination was introduced by Raczek [29] as a generalization of paired-domination.
Given a graphG = (V , E) and a fixedpositive integer k, theMinDistance k-Paired-DomSetproblem is to find aminimum
distance k-paired-dominating set of G. The decision version ofMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem was shown to be
NP-complete even restricted to bipartite graphs [29]. Chen et al. [11] presented linear time algorithms to find minimum
distance k-paired-dominating sets in subclasses of chordal graphs including trees, interval graphs, block graphs, and split
graphs etc. However, to the best of our knowledge, no result has been obtained on the approximability of theMin Distance
k-Paired-Dom Set problem.
Strongly chordal graphs is a subclass of chordal graphs and includes directed path graphs, interval graphs, block graphs
and trees as subclasses. In this paper,we first study the complexity ofMinDistance k-Paired-DomSetproblem inundirected
path graphs and strongly chordal graphs, the two well known subclasses of chordal graphs. Then we concentrate on the
approximability of the Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem. In particular, the main results that will be presented in
this paper are summarized as follows:
1. The decision version of theMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem is NP-complete for undirected path graphs.
2. The minimum cardinality of a distance k-paired-dominating set of a given strongly chordal G = (V , E) with a strong
elimination ordering can be computed in O(n+m) time, where n = |V | andm = |E|.
3. Unless NP⊆DTIME(nO(log log n)), Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem cannot be approximated within a factor of
(1− ε) ln n for any ε > 0, where n is the number of vertices in the given graph G.
4. Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem can be approximated with an approximation factor of 1+ ln 2+ k · ln(∆(G)),
where∆(G) denotes the maximum degree of G.
5. Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem is APX-complete for graphs with degree bounded by 3.
2. Preliminaries
Suppose G = (V , E) is a simple graph. If dG(v) = 0, then v is called an isolated vertex. The open k-neighborhood of a
vertex x in G is the set NkG(x) = {y ∈ V : 1 ≤ dG(x, y) ≤ k} and the closed k-neighborhood of x in G is NkG[x] = {x} ∪ NkG(x). An
independent set in G is a subset S ⊆ V of pairwise nonadjacent vertices. A clique in G is a subset C ⊆ V of pairwise adjacent
vertices. Amaximal clique is a clique which is not a proper subset of another clique.
A graph is chordal if every cycle of length at least four has a chord. A vertex v ∈ V (G) is simplicial of G if NG[v] is
a clique of G. An ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) of V is a perfect elimination ordering (PEO) of G if vi is a simplicial vertex of
Gi = G[{vi, vi+1, . . . , vn}] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is well known [17] that a graph G is chordal if and only if G has a PEO.
Strongly chordal graphs are introduced by many researchers [7,15,22]. As far as domination problems are concerned,
strongly chordal graphs are very important subclass of chordal graphs as the variations of domination problem are efficiently
solvable in strongly chordal graphs [6,7,15,22–24,31]. It includes several well known subclasses of chordal graphs such as
directed path graphs, interval graphs, block graphs and trees as its subclasses. To define strongly chordal graphs, we refer to
the definition given by Farber [15]. A vertex v is simple if the set {NG[u]: u ∈ NG[v]} can be linearly ordered by set inclusion.
Alternatively, a vertex v is simple if for any two vertices x and y inNG[v], eitherNG[x] ⊆ NG[y] orNG[y] ⊆ NG[x]. An ordering
(v1, v2, . . . , vn) of V is a simple elimination ordering of G if vi is simple in Gi = G[{vi, vi+1, . . . , vn}] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Theorem 2.1 ([15]). A graph is a strongly chordal graph if and only if it admits a simple elimination ordering.
Simple elimination orderings are not the only vertex ordering which characterizes the strongly chordal graphs, as we
see in the next theorem. An ordering α = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) is called a strong elimination ordering of G if NGi [vj] ⊆ NGi [vk] for
i ≤ j ≤ k and vj, vk ∈ NGi [vi]. Notice that a strong elimination ordering is a perfect elimination ordering and vi is a simple
vertex of the subgraph Gi.
Theorem 2.2 ([15]). A graph is strongly chordal if and only if it admits a strong elimination ordering.
There are many algorithms given by researchers for finding such an ordering. Anstee and Farber [1] presented an O(n3)
time algorithm, Hoffman et al. [22] gave an O(n3) time algorithm, Lubiw [25] presented an O(m log2 m) time algorithm,
Paige and Tarjan [26] presented an O(m logm) time algorithm and Spinrad [30] presented an O(n2) time algorithm to find a
strong elimination ordering of a strongly chordal graph with n vertices andm edges.
LetF be a family of sets. The intersection graph ofF is obtained by taking each set inF as a vertex and joining two sets
inF if and only if they have a non-empty intersection. Let C(G) be the set of all maximal cliques of a graph G and Cv(G) be
the set of all maximal cliques of G containing v. Walter [32], Buneman [5] and Gavril [19] have shown that chordal graphs
are exactly the intersection graphs of subtrees of a tree. In fact for every chordal graph G, there exists a tree T such that
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V (T ) = C(G) and T [Cv(G)] is a subtree of T for every v ∈ V (G) such that G is the intersection graphs of the family of paths
{T [Cv(G)]: v ∈ V (G)} in T . Such a tree is called a clique tree of G.
A graph G is called an undirected path graph if G is the intersection graphs of a family of paths of a tree. The following
theorem characterizes the undirected path graphs.
Theorem 2.3 ([20]). A graph G is an undirected path graph if and only if there exists a tree T with V (T ) = C(G) such that
T [Cv(G)] is a path in T for each v ∈ V (G).
The following lemma is a result taken from [29] which is a lower bound on γ kp (G).
Lemma 2.4 ([29]). If G = (V , E) is a graph without isolated vertices and∆ = ∆(G) ≥ 3, then γ kp (G) ≥ (∆−2)|V |(∆−1)k+1−1 .
3. Distance k-paired-domination in undirected path graphs
TheMin Paired-Dom Set problem for a given graph G is to find a minimum paired-dominating set of G. For our conve-
nience, we call Decide Min Paired-Dom Set problem as the decision version of the Min Paired-Dom Set problem. In this
section, we show that the decision version of theMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem is NP-complete for undirected
path graphs. To do this, we first show that the decision version ofMin Distance 1-Paired-Dom Set problem i.e., Decide Min
Paired-Dom Set problem is NP-complete for undirected path graphs. We do this by providing a polynomial time reduction
from the 3-dimensional matching (3-DM) problem which is stated below.
3-DM Problem.
Instance: A setM ⊆ W × X × Y , whereW , X and Y are disjoint sets with |W | = |X | = |Y | = q.
Question: Does M contain a matching, i.e. a subset M ′ ⊆ M such that |M ′| = q and no two elements of M ′ agree in any
coordinate?
The 3-DM problem is known to be NP-complete [18].
Theorem 3.1. The Decide Min Paired-Dom Set problem is NP-complete for undirected path graphs.
Proof. It is easy to see that the Decide Min Paired-Dom Set problem for undirected path graphs is in NP.
We, next, describe a polynomial transformation from 3-DM to Decide Min Paired-Dom Set problem in undirected path
graphs.
Consider an instance of 3-DM problem consisting of three distinct disjoint sets W , X and Y each of cardinality q and a
subset
M = {mi = (wr , xs, yt):wr ∈ W , xs ∈ X and yt ∈ Y for 1 ≤ i ≤ p}
of W × X × Y having p elements. We construct a tree T having 6p + 3q + 1 vertices that becomes the clique tree for an
undirected path graph G. The vertices of the tree are maximal cliques of G. The vertex set and edge set of of the tree are
described below.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ p, let K 1i = {Ai, Bi, Ci,Di}, K 2i = {Ai, Bi,Di, Fi}, K 3i = {Ci,Di,Gi}, K 4i = {Ai, Bi,Di, Ei}, K 5i = {Ai, Ei,Hi}
and K 6i = {Bi, Ei, Ii}. For each mi = (wr , xs, yt) ∈ M, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we construct a subtree Ti = (Vi, Ei), where
Vi = {K ji : 1 ≤ j ≤ 6} and Ei = {K 3i K 1i , K 1i K 2i , K 2i K 4i , K 4i K 5i , K 4i K 6i }.
Next we construct L(wr), P(xs) and Q (yt) corresponding to each wr ∈ W , xs ∈ X and yt ∈ Y respectively, where
L(wr) = {Rr} ∪ {Ai:wr ∈ mi}, P(xs) = {Ss} ∪ {Bi: xs ∈ mi} and Q (yt) = {Tt} ∪ {Ci: yt ∈ mi}. Let Vw = ∪wr∈W L(wr),
Vx = ∪xs∈XP(xs) and Vy = ∪yt∈XQ (yt).
Let K = {Ai, Bi, Ci: 1 ≤ i ≤ p}. Finally, we construct the tree T , where V (T ) = {K} ∪ (∪pi=1Vi) ∪ (Vw ∪ Vx ∪ Vy) and
E(T ) = (∪pi=1Ei) ∪ (∪pi=1{KK 1i }) ∪ {Kv: v ∈ Vw ∪ Vx ∪ Vy}.
The construction of T from an instance of 3-DM is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We then have a graph Gwith vertex set
{Ai, Bi, Ci,Di, Ei, Fi,Gi,Hi, Ii: 1 ≤ i ≤ p} ∪ {Rj, Sj, Tj: 1 ≤ j ≤ q}
of size 9p+ 3q, where the undirected path in T corresponding to a vertex v of G consists of those vertices (sets) containing
v in the tree T . Clearly by Theorem 2.3, G is an undirected path graph. It is easy to see that the tree T can be constructed in
polynomial time from an instance of 3-DM. Given T , G can also be formed in polynomial time.
Claim: G has a paired-dominating set of size 2p+ q if q is even or 2p+ q+ 1 if q is odd if and only if the the answer to the
3-DM problem is yes.
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Fig. 1. The clique tree for the undirected path graph G corresponding to a 3-dimensional matching problem.
Proof of the Claim. Suppose D is a paired-dominating set of size 2p + q if q is even or 2p + q + 1 if q is odd. Observe that
for any i, the only way to dominate the vertex set {Ai, Bi, Ci,Di, Ei, Fi,Gi, Hi, Ii} corresponding to mi with two vertices is to
choose Di and Ei, and that any larger paired-dominating set might just as well consist of Ai, Bi, Ci, since none of the other
possible vertices dominate any vertex outside of the set. Let q is even. Then each Ai can be paired with Bi and Ci can be paired
with a Cj where i ≠ j. Consequently, D consists of Ai, Bi, Ci for t number ofmi’s; and Di and Ei for p− t number of othermi’s,
and at least max{3(q− t), 0} number of Rr , Ss, Tt . Then
2p+ q = |D| ≥ 3t + 2(p− t)+ 3(q− t) = 2p+ 3q− 2t
and so t ≥ q. Now suppose q is odd. Then each Ai can be paired with Bi and Ci can be paired with Cj, i ≠ j leaving one Ci. So,
for this particular Ci, Dmust contain one of Gi or Di. Consequently, D consists of Ai, Bi, Ci for t number ofmi’s; and Di and Ei
for p− t number of othermi’s, and at least max{3(q− t), 0} number of Rr , Ss, Tt . Then
2p+ q+ 1 = |D| ≥ 3t + 2(p− t)+ 3(q− t) = 2p+ 3q− 2t
and so t ≥ q+ 1. Picking the q triplesmi for which Ai, Bi and Ci are in D form a matchingM ′ of size q.
Conversely, suppose the answer to the 3-DMproblem is yes. So there is amatchingM ′ of size q.Without loss of generality,
letM ′ = {m1,m2, . . . ,mq}. If q is even, let Let
D = {Ai, Bi, Ci:mi ∈ M ′} ∪ {Di, Ei:mi ∈ M \M ′}
and if q is odd, let
D = {Ai, Bi, Ci:mi ∈ M ′ \ {m1}} ∪ {A1, B1, C1,D1:m1 ∈ M ′} ∪ {Di, Ei:mi ∈ M \M ′}.
It is straightforward to check that D is a paired-dominating set of G of size 3q + 2(p − q) = 2p + q if q is even and
3(q− 1)+ 2(p− q)+ 4 = 2p+ q+ 1 if q is odd. 
Hence the Decide Min Paired-Dom Set problem for undirected path graphs is NP-complete. 
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Now suppose G = (V , E) is an undirected path graph. Given a positive integer k, let Gk = (Vk, Ek), where Vk =
V ∪ {vi: v ∈ V and i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1} and Ek = E ∪ {vi−1vi: v ∈ V and i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, where v0 = v.
Since G is an undirected path graph, there is a tree T and a set of paths {Pv: v ∈ V } of T such that uv ∈ E if and only if
Pu ∩ Pv ≠ ∅. For each path Pv , consider an end point v∗ of Pv . Construct a tree Tk which results from T by attaching a new
path v∗ = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vk−1 of length k − 1 at v∗ for each v ∈ V . Then it is clear that Gk is the intersection graph of the
set of paths ∪v∈V {Pv ∪ {v0v1, v1v2, . . . , vk−2vk−1}}. Hence Gk is an undirected path graph.
We denote Decide Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem as the decision version ofMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set
problem. Since Decide Min Paired-Dom Set problem is NP-complete, we can have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. For any fixed positive integer k, the Decide Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem is NP-complete for
undirected path graphs.
4. Distance k-paired-domination in strongly chordal graphs
There is a drawback for the definition of distance k-domination. Namely, a graph with isolated vertices has no distance
k-paired-dominating sets, although a graph without isolated vertices always has a distance k-paired-dominating set, such
as the vertex set of a maximummatching.
For this and the purpose below, we define an equivalent way, which also covers the case of graphs containing isolated
vertices. For a subset S ⊆ V (G), the paired-weight of S is wp(S) = 2|S| − 2|M|, where M is a maximum matching of G[S].
Notice that if G[S] has a perfect matching, thenwp(S) = |S|. Let γ ∗kp(G) be the minimum paired-weightwp(D) of a distance
k-dominating set D of G.
Lemma 4.1. If G is a graph without isolated vertices, then γ kp (G) = γ ∗kp(G).
Proof. Suppose D is a distance k-dominating set with wp(D) = γ ∗kp(G). Let M be a maximum matching of G[D], and
U = {u ∈ D|u is not matched by M}. Consider the set system {Au: u ∈ U}, where Au = {v /∈ D: dG(v, u) ≤ k}. As G
has no isolated vertex, each Au ≠ ∅. We claim that | ∪u∈I Au| ≥ |I| for any subset I ⊆ U . Suppose to the contrary that
| ∪u∈J Au| < |J| for some subset J ⊆ U . Then (D \ J)∪ (∪u∈JAu) is a distance k-dominating set of paired-weight smaller than
D, which is impossible. By Hall’s theorem, {Au: u ∈ U} has an SDR {u∗: u ∈ U}. Then D∗ = D ∪ {u∗: u ∈ U} gives a distance
k-paired-dominating set of size |D∗| = |D| + |U| = wp(D). This gives that γ kp (G) ≤ γ ∗kp(G).
On the other hand, since a distance k-paired-dominating set D is a distance k-dominating set with paired-weight
wp(D) = |D|, we have γ kp (G) ≥ γ ∗kp(G). Hence γ kp (G) = γ ∗kp(G). 
To give a good algorithm for the distance k-paired-domination problem in strongly chordal graphs, we design the
algorithm in a more general setting as follows. For every vertex v of a graph G there is a labeling L(v) = (av, bv), where av
is a nonnegative integer and bv a positive integer. An L-dominating set of G is a subset D ⊆ V (G) such that for any vertex
v ∈ V (G) either dG(v, u) ≤ av for some u ∈ D or dG(v, u)+ bu ≤ av for some u ∈ V (G). Suppose for each vertex v ∈ V (G),
we have another label cv ∈ {0, 2}. The c-paired-weight of a subset S ⊆ V (G) iswcp(S) = 2|S|−2|M|, whereM is amaximum
matching of the subgraphG[{v ∈ S: cv = 0}]. The c-L-paired-domination number γcL(G) ofG is theminimum c-paired-weight
wcp(D) of an L-dominating set D of G. For the case when (av, bv, cv) = (k, k+ 1, 0) for all v ∈ V (G), γcL(G) = γ kp (G).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose G is a strong chordal graph with a strong elimination ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and Gi = G[{vi,
vi+1, . . . , vn}] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let ℓ be the largest index such that vℓ ∈ NGi(vi). If bvi > avi > 0, and bvj + 1 > avi and
avj > 0 for vj ∈ NGi(vi), then γcL(Gi) = γc′L′(Gi+1) where (c ′, L′) is the same as (c, L) except that a′vℓ = min{avℓ , avi − 1} and
b′vj = min{bvj , bvi + 1} for vj ∈ NGi(vi).
Proof. Notice that Gi+1 is a distance invariant subgraph of Gi. So we use d(v, u) for the distance between v and u in all Gi.
Suppose D′ is an L′-dominating set of Gi+1 with wc′p(D′) = γc′L′(Gi+1). Since (c ′, L′) is the same as (c, L) except that
a′vℓ = min{avℓ , avi − 1} ≤ avℓ , conditions on L′-domination implies conditions on L-domination for all vertices in V (Gi+1).
Conditions on L′-domination for vℓ imply that either d(vi, vk) ≤ 1+ d(vℓ, vk) ≤ 1+ a′vℓ ≤ avi for some vk ∈ V (Gi+1) ∩ D′
or else d(vi, vk)+ bvk ≤ 1+ d(vℓ, vk)+ b′vk ≤ 1+ a′vℓ ≤ avi for some vk ∈ V (Gi+1). This gives conditions on L-domination
for vi. Hence, D′ is an L-dominating set of Gi. As, c ′ = c , γcL(Gi) ≤ wcp(D′) = wc′p(D′) = γc′L′(Gi+1).
On the other hand, suppose D is an L-dominating set of Gi withwcp(D) = γcL(Gi). We consider two cases.
Case 1. D ⊆ V (Gi+1).
In this case, Conditions on L-domination for vp ∈ V (Gi+1) \ {vℓ} give that either d(vp, vq) ≤ avp for some vq ∈ D or else
d(vp, vq)+bvq ≤ avp for some vq ∈ V (Gi). For the case if d(vp, vi)+bvi ≤ avp , then d(vp, vi′)+b′vi′ ≤ d(vp, vi′)+1+bvi ≤ avp ,
where vi′ ∈ NGi(vi). This implies that d(vp, vi′)+ b′vi′ ≤ a′vp . This gives the conditions on L′-domination on Gi+1. Hence D is
also a L′-dominating set of Gi+1. Since c ′ = c , γc′L′(Gi+1) ≤ wc′p(D) = wcp(D) = γcL(Gi).
Case 2. vi ∈ D.
If d(vp, vi) ≤ avp , then d(vp, vi′)+1 ≤ avp , where vi′ ∈ NGi(vi) and hence d(vp, vi′) ≤ avp−1 ≤ avp . If d(vp, vi)+bvi ≤ avp ,
then d(vp, vi′) + b′vi′ ≤ d(vp, vi′) + 1 + bvi = d(vp, vi) + bvi ≤ avp since d(vp, vi′) + bvi ≤ d(vp, vi′) + 1 + bvi ≤ avp .
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Therefore, D′ = (D \ {vi})∪ {vi′} is also a L-dominating set of Gi. Case 1 confirms that D′ is also L′-dominating set of Gi+1 and
γc′L′(Gi+1) ≤ γcL(Gi).
Hence γcL(Gi) = γc′L′(Gi+1).
Lemma 4.3. Suppose G is a strong chordal graph with a strong elimination ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and Gi = G[{vi,
vi+1, . . . , vn}] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If bvi ≤ avi or bvj + 1 ≤ avi for some vj ∈ NGi(vi) or avj = 0 for some vj ∈ NGi(vi), then
γcL(Gi) = γc′L′(Gi+1) where (c ′, L′) is the same as (c, L) except that b′vj = min{bvj , bvi + 1} for vj ∈ NGi(vi).
Proof. Notice that Gi+1 is a distance invariant subgraph of Gi. So we use d(v, u) for the distance between v and u in all Gi.
Suppose that D′ is an L′-dominating set of Gi+1 with wc′p(D′) = γc′L′(Gi+1). If for vp ∈ V (Gi+1), there is a vertex vq ∈ D′
such that d(vp, vq) ≤ a′vp , then d(vp, vq) ≤ avp . Sowe need only to consider the casewhen for vp ∈ V (Gi+1), d(vp, vq)+b′vq ≤
a′vp for some vq ∈ NGi(vi). If min{bvq , bvi + 1} = bvq , then we are done. Otherwise, since d(vp, vi) = d(vp, vq) + 1, we get
d(vp, vi)+ bvi = d(vp, vq)+ 1+ bvi = d(vp, vq)+ b′vq ≤ a′vp = avp . Hence D′ is also an L-dominating set of Gi. As c ′ = c , we
have γcL(Gi) ≤ wcp(D′) = wc′p(D′) = γc′L′(Gi+1).
On the other hand, suppose that D is an L-dominating set of Gi withwcp(D) = γcL(Gi). We need to consider two cases:
Case 1. vi /∈ D.
In this case, conditions on L-domination for vp ∈ V (Gi+1) \ {vi} give that either d(vp, vq) ≤ avp = a′vp for some
vq ∈ D or d(vp, vq) + bvq ≤ avp for some vq ∈ V (Gi). For the latter case with vq = vi, we have d(vp, v) + b′v ≤
d(vp, v) + 1 + bvi = d(vp, vi) + bvi ≤ avp = a′vp , for some v ∈ NGi(vi). Therefore, D is an L′-dominating set of Gi+1.
Since c ′ = c , γc′L′(Gi+1) ≤ wc′p(D) = wcp(D) = γcL(Gi).
Case 2. vi ∈ D.
If d(vp, vi) ≤ avp , then d(vp, vi′)+1 ≤ avp , where vi′ ∈ NGi(vi) and hence d(vp, vi′) ≤ avp−1 ≤ avp . If d(vp, vi)+bvi ≤ avp ,
then d(vp, vi′) + b′vi′ ≤ d(vp, vi′) + 1 + bvi = d(vp, vi) + bvi ≤ avp since d(vp, vi′) + bvi ≤ d(vp, vi′) + 1 + bvi ≤ avp .
Therefore, D′ = (D \ {vi})∪ {vi′} is also a L-dominating set of Gi. Case 1 confirms that D′ is also L′-dominating set of Gi+1 and
γc′L′(Gi+1) ≤ γcL(Gi).
Hence γcL(Gi) = γc′L′(Gi+1). 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose G is a strong chordal graph with a strong elimination ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and Gi = G[{vi,
vi+1, . . . , vn}] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If avi = 0 and cvi = 2, then γcL(Gi) = γc′L′(Gi) + 2, where (c ′, L′) is same as (c, L) except
that c ′vi = 0.
Proof. Theproof is easy. Any cL-dominating setD ofGi can be converted to an c ′L′-dominating set ofGi by setting c ′vi = cvi−2.
So, γc′L′(Gi) ≤ wcp(D) − 2 = γcL(Gi) − 2. Similarly any c ′L′-dominating set of Gi can be converted to an cL-dominating set
D′ of Gi by setting cvi = c ′vi + 2. So γcL(Gi) = wc′p(D)+ 2 ≤ γc′L′(Gi)+ 2 implying the equality. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose G is a strong chordal graph with a strong elimination ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and Gi = G[{vi,
vi+1, . . . , vn}] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If avi = 0 and cvi = 0, then D is a minimum cL-dominating set of Gi if and only if D′ ∪ {vi},
where D′ is a minimum c ′L′-dominating set of Gi+1 where (c ′, L′) is same as (c, L) except that b′v = 1 for v ∈ NGi(vi).
Proof. Notice that Gi+1 is a distance invariant subgraph of Gi. So we use d(v, u) for the distance between v and u in all Gi.
Since avi = 0, vi is not L-dominated by any other vertex ofGi. Hence vi must be in any L-dominating set ofGi, in particular,
vi ∈ D. Let D′ = D \ {vi}. If D′ is not an L′-dominating set of Gi+1, then there exists vk ∈ V (Gi+1) such that d(vk,D′) > avk
and d(vk, v)+ bv > avk for any vertex v. Thus either d(vk, vi) ≤ avk or in Gi, d(vk, x)+ bx ≤ avk for some x. If d(vk, vi) ≤ avk ,
then letw ∈ NGi(vi) be the vertex on the shortest path between vi and vk. Then d(vk, w)+ b′(w) = d(vk, w)+ d(w, vi) =
d(vk, vi) ≤ avk , which is a contradiction.
Next consider the later case i.e. d(vk, x) + bx ≤ avk for in Gi+1. Either x ∈ NGi(vi) or x = vi. If x ∈ NGi(vi), then b′x = 1
and d(vk, x) + b′x ≤ avk , which is a contradiction. If x = vi, then d(vk, vi) + bvi ≤ avk . Moreover, d(vk, w) + b′w ≤ avk ,
where w ∈ NGi(vi) is a vertex on the shortest path between vi and vk. Thus, D′ is an L′-dominating set of Gi+1. As c ′ = c ,
γc′L′(Gi+1) ≤ wc′p(D′) = wc′p(D)− c ′vi = wcp(D)− cvi = γcL(Gi).
Conversely, let a′vk = avk for all vk ∈ V (Gi+1). Therefore, if d(vp, vq) ≤ a′vp in Gi+1, then d(vp, vq) ≤ avp in Gi.
Let vk ∈ V (Gi+1) such that d(vk, vq) + b′vq ≤ a′vp . If vq /∈ NGi(vi), then d(vk, vq) + bvq ≤ avp . If vq ∈ NGi(vi), then
d(vk, vq)+ b′vq = d(vk, vq)+ 1 = d(vk, vq)+ d(vq, vi) = d(vk, vi) ≤ a′vk = avk . Therefore, D′ ∪ {vi} is an cL-dominating set
of Gi. As c ′ = c , we have γcL(Gi) ≤ wcp(D′)+ cvi = wc′p(D′)+ cvi = γc′L′(Gi+1). 
The proof of the following lemma is immediate and hence is omitted.
Lemma 4.6. If vi is an isolated vertex of a graph G and D be a minimum L-dominating set of G, then vi ∈ D if and only if avi < bvi .
Depending on the above lemmas, we now present an algorithm that computes a L-dominating set of G such that
wp(D) = γcL(G).
Notice that in Lines 16–23, we settle the vertex vn to be dominated by D such thatwcp(D)will be minimum. If d(vn, v) ≥
k + 2, then it is better to include the vertex vn in D. But it happens that if d(vn, v) ≥ k + 1 for some vertex v ∈ D, then a
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Algorithm 1: L-DomSet-StronglyChordal
Input: A strongly chordal graph G = (V , E)with a strong elimination ordering σ = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) of G and
cL = ((av1 , bv1 , cv1), . . . , (avn , bvn , cvn)).
Output: An L-dominating set D of G.
1 for i = 1 to n− 1 do
2 Let ℓ = max{k: vivk ∈ E, k > i};
3 if (avi = 0 and cvi = 0) then
4 D = D ∪ {vi};
5 bvj = 1 for every vj ∈ NGi(vi);
6 else if (avi = 0 and cvi ≠ 0) then
7 cvi = 0; D = D ∪ {vi};
8 bvj = 1 for every vj ∈ NGi(vi);
9 else
10 if (bvi > avi > 0 and (bvj + 1 > avi and avj > 0 for every vj ∈ NGi(vi))) then
11 avℓ = min{avℓ , avi − 1};
12 end
13 bvj = min{bvj , 1+ bvi} for every vj ∈ NGi(vi);
14 end
15 end
16 if (avn < bvn , avn ≠ 0 and d(vn, v) ≥ k+ 2 for all v ∈ D) then
17 cvn = 0; D = D ∪ {vn};
18 else if (avn < bvn , avn ≠ 0 and d(vn, v) ≥ k+ 1 for some v ∈ D) then
19 Let v∗ ∈ NG(v) such that d(vn, v∗) ≤ k;
20 cv∗ = 0; D = D ∪ {v∗};
21 else if (avn = 0 and cvn ≠ 0) then
22 cvn = 0; D = D ∪ {vn};
23 end
24 Output D.
vertex v∗ ∈ NG(v) can be included bymaking cv∗ = 0 so that d(vn, v∗) ≤ k andwcp(D) can beminimum. To do so, we take a
BFS tree rooted at vn and check in the (k+ 1)-th level whether there is a vertex v which is also in D. If we find such a vertex,
then we look for a parent of v. Note that such a vertex exists. All these can be done in at most O(n+m) time.
It is obvious that the running time of the algorithm L-DomSet-StronglyChordal is at most (n+m) time, where n = |V |
and m = |E|. Now after getting the set D, we need to find wcp(D) = 2|D| − 2|M|, where M is a maximum matching in
G[D] as cv = 0 for each v ∈ D. Note that G[D] is a strongly chordal graph. To apply the algorithm for maximum matching
presented in [14], we require a strong elimination ordering of G[D] which requires O(n2) time for computation. But we do
it in O(n+m) time in the following way:
We first label all the vertices ofD as ‘Red’ and scan the vertices ofG in the strong elimination orderingσ = (v1, v2, . . . , vn)
of G. Whenever we encounter a vertex vi with Red label, we look for the smallest indexed neighbor vj (j > i) of vi and change
the label of vi and vj as ‘Black’. The set of edges whose end points are marked as Black form a maximummatching of G[D].
If this is not true, then there exists a maximummatching of G[D], sayM ′ such that vivj /∈ M ′. Then we need to consider two
cases.
Case 1. vivk ∈ M ′ for some k > j and vk is labeled as Red.
In this case if vjvr ∈ M ′, then vrvk ∈ E. So M ′′ = (M ′ \ {vivk, vjvr}) ∪ {vivj, vrvk} is a required maximum matching of
G[D]. If vj is not a matched vertex with regard toM ′, thenM ′′ = (M ′ \ {vivk}) ∪ {vivj} is a required maximum matching of
G[D].
Case 2. vi is not a matched vertex with regard toM ′.
Then vjvr ∈ E for some Red labeled vertex vr . ThenM ′′ = (M ′ \ {vjvr})∪{vivj} is a required maximummatching of G[D].
Therefore, the distance k-paired-domination number of a strongly chordal graph can be found inO(n+m) time if a strong
elimination ordering of G is provided.
Theorem 4.7. The distance k-paired-domination number of a strongly chordal graph G = (V , E) can be found in O(n+m) time
if a strong elimination ordering of G is provided, where n = |V | and m = |E|.
5. Inapproximability ofMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem
Given a nonempty setU and a family S of subsets ofU, theMin Set Cover problem is to find a minimum cardinality set
S ⊆ S such that every u ∈ U belongs to some S ′ ∈ S. In this section, we present the inapproximability of Min Distance
k-Paired-Dom Set problem within O(log n) factor. For this we need the following result aboutMin Set Cover problem.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the construction of G.
Theorem 5.1 ([16]). Unless NP⊆DTIME(nO(log log n)),Min Set Cover cannot be approximated within a factor of (1− ε) ln n, for
any ε > 0, where n = |U|.
Theorem 5.2. Let G = (V , E) graph with n vertices and without isolated vertices. UnlessNP⊆DTIME(nO(log log n)),Min Distance
k-Paired-Dom Set cannot be approximated within a factor of (1− ε) ln n, for any ε > 0.
Proof. Given SC = (U, S), an instance of the Min Set Cover problem, we give an approximation preserving reduction to
Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem as follows:
Let |U| = r and |S| = s. We construct a graph G = (V , E) as follows:
• For each ui ∈ U; 1 ≤ i ≤ r , introduce two vertices u1i and u2i .• For each Sj ∈ S; 1 ≤ j ≤ s, introduce two vertices S1j and S2j .
• If ui ∈ Sj, we introduce the edges u1i S1j and u2i S2j .
• We introduce all possible edges to make {S11 , S12 , . . . , S1s , S21 , S22 , . . . , S2s } a clique.• For each u1i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ r , we attach a path vi1 − vi2 − · · · − vik−1 to u1i .
• For each u2i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ r , we attach a pathwi1 − wi2 − · · · − wik−1 to u2i .
The construction of G is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Let S∗ ⊆ S be an optimal set cover ofU. Then it is clear that {S1j , S2j : Sj ∈ S∗} is a distance k-paired-dominating set of G.
So γ kp (G) ≤ 2|S∗|.
On the other hand, assume that kPD∗ be aminimumdistance k-paired-dominating set of G. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that kPD∗ ⊆ {u11, . . . u1r , u21, . . . u2r , S11 , . . . S1s , S21 , . . . S2r , }. Let Dp = kPD∗∩{Sp1, Sp2, . . . , Sps } for p = 1, 2.Without
loss of generality, we assume that |D1| ≤ |D2|. Let S ′ = {Sj : S1j ∈ D1}. Then |S ′| ≤ |kPD
∗|
2 . Since {u11, . . . u1r , u21, . . . u2r } is
an independent set, S ′ is a set cover of U. Hence |S∗| ≤ |S ′| ≤ |kPD∗|2 , where S∗ is an optimal solution to SC . So we have
γ kp (G) = 2|S∗|.
Given any solution S ′ of SC , kPD = {S1j , S2j : Sj ∈ S ′} is a distance k-paired-dominating set of G. So given a set cover S ′ of
U, one can find a distance k-paired-dominating set kPD of Gwith |kPD| = 2|S ′|. Now |kPD||kPD∗| = 2|S
′|
2|S∗| = |S
′|
|S∗| .
Now suppose that there exists a polynomial time algorithm to approximate Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem
within a factor of (1−ε) lnN for graphswithN vertices. SinceN = 2(|U|+|S|)+2(k−1)|U|, we haveN ≤ 4n+2(k−1)n =
2(k+ 1)n. Then
|S ′|
|S∗| =
|kPD|
|kPD∗| ≤ (1− ε) ln(2(k+ 1)n) = (1− ε)(ln(2k+ 2)+ ln n) = (1− ε) ln n

1+ ln(2k+ 2)
ln n

.
For sufficiently large n, the term 1+ ln(2k+2)ln n can be bounded by 1+ ε10 . Now we have
(1− ε) ln n

1+ ln(2k+ 2)
ln n

≤ (1− ε′) ln n,
where ε′ ≤ 910ε + 110ε2. This contradicts the Theorem 5.1 and hence the result follows.
Notice that the constructed graph G is a chordal graph. Again if we make the graph G[{S11 , S12 , . . . , S1s , S21 , S22 , . . . , S2s }] a
complete bipartite graph, then G is a bipartite graph and the proof goes through. So we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3. Let G = (V , E) be a chordal graph (bipartite graph) with n vertices and without isolated vertices. Unless
NP⊆DTIME(nO(log log n)),Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set cannot be approximated within a factor of (1−ε) ln n, for any ε > 0.
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6. Approximation algorithm forMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem
In this section, we present an approximation algorithm, namely Approx-k-PDS that computes a distance k-paired-
dominating set of a given graphG = (V , E). The approximation ratio of the algorithmApprox-k-PDS is 1+ln 2+k·ln(∆(G)),
where∆(G) is the maximum degree of G.
Algorithm 2: Approx-k-PDS
Input: A graph G = (V , E)without isolated vertices and a positive integer k.
Output: A distance k-paired-dominating set kPD of G.
1 kPD = ∅;
2 i = 0, L′i = ∅;
3 while (V \ (L′0 ∪ · · · ∪ L′i−1) ≠ ∅) do
4 i = i+ 1;
5 Choose two vertices u, v ∈ V \ kPD such that uv ∈ E and |(NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v)) \ (L′0 ∪ · · · ∪ L′i−1)| is maximized;
6 Li = NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v);
7 L′i = Li \ (L′0 ∪ · · · ∪ L′i−1);
8 kPD = kPD ∪ {u, v};
9 end
Lemma 6.1. Given a graph G = (V , E) and an integer k > 0, the set kPD computed by Approx-k-PDS is a distance k-paired-
dominating set of G.
Proof. At each step, two adjacent vertices are computed by Approx-k-PDS. Since a graph G = (V , E) without isolated
vertices possesses a distance k-paired-dominating set. The set kPD computed by Approx-k-PDSmust be a distance k-paired-
dominating set of G. 
Lemma 6.2. For each u ∈ V , there exists exactly one set L′i that contains u.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, for each vertex u ∈ V , there exists a vertex v ∈ kPDS such that dG(u, v) ≤ k. Thus u is contained in at
least one set Li. When u is first contained in the set Li0 , then u ∈ L′i0 . For any r > i0, u /∈ L′r as u ∈ L′0 ∪ · · · ∪ L′r−1.
Theorem 6.3. Let G = (V , E) be a graph of maximum degree ∆(G) without isolated vertices and k be a positive integer. Then
Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set in G can be approximated with an approximation ratio of (1+ ln 2)+ k · ln(∆(G)).
Proof. For any set Y ≠ ∅, we havex∈Y 1|Y | = 1. Therefore, we have
|kPD| = 2
|kPD|
2
i=1

w∈L′i
1
|L′i|
.
By Lemma 6.2, there exists one index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |kPD|2 } such that u ∈ L′i for each u ∈ V . Now let cu = 1|L′i | . So, we have
|kPD| = 2
|kPD|
2
i=1

w∈L′i
1
|L′i|
= 2

w∈V
cw.
Let kPD∗ be a minimum distance k-paired-dominating set of G and M be a perfect matching in G[kPD∗]. Thus, for each
vertexw ∈ V , there is at least one vertex v in kPD∗ such that dG(u, v) ≤ k. In other words, there exist u, v ∈ kPD∗ such that
uv ∈ E andw ∈ NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v). Therefore, we have
w∈V
cw ≤

uv∈M

w∈NkG(u)∪NkG(v)
cw.
Let uv ∈ M and zi = |(NkG(u)∪NkG(v))\(L′0∪· · ·∪L′i)| for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , |kPD|2 . Notice that zi−1 ≥ zi for i = 1, 2, . . . , |kPD|2 .
Suppose that ℓ is the smallest index such that zℓ = 0. At the i-th step of Approx-k-PDS, L′i contains zi−1 vertices in
NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v). So, we have
w∈NkG(u)∪NkG(v)
cw =
ℓ
i=1
(zi−1 − zi) 1|L′i|
.
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Note that the set Li is chosen such that |(NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v)) \ (L′0 ∪ · · · ∪ L′i−1)| is maximum at each step. So |L′i| ≥
|(NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v)) \ (L′0 ∪ · · · ∪ L′i−1)| = zi−1. Hence, it follows that
w∈NkG(u)∪NkG(v)
cw ≤
ℓ
i=1
(zi−1 − zi) 1zi−1 .
For all integers a < b, we know that H(b)− H(a) ≥ b−ab , where H(p) =
p
i=1
1
i with H(0) = 0. Thus,
w∈NkG(u)∪NkG(v)
cw ≤
ℓ
i=1
(H(zi−1)− H(zi)) = H(|NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v)|).
Since the maximum degree of G is∆(G), we have |NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v)| ≤ 2 · (∆(G))k for each uv ∈ M . So it follows that
|kPD| = 2

w∈V
cw ≤ 2

uv∈M

w∈NkG(u)∪NkG(v)
cw ≤ 2

uv∈M
H(|NkG(u) ∪ NkG(v)|)
≤ 2

uv∈M
H(2 · (∆(G))k) = |kPD∗| · H(2 · (∆(G))k).
Since H(p) ≤ ln(p)+ 1, we have
|kPD| ≤ |kPD∗| · (1+ ln(2 · (∆(G))k) = |kPD∗| · (1+ ln 2+ k · ln(∆(G)). 
7. Distance k-paired-domination in degree bounded graphs
In this section, we show that Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem is APX-complete for for graphs of maximum
degree 3. For the notion of APX-completeness, we refer to [3]. From now onwards, we call Min Distance k-Paired-Dom
Set-B the Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set problem restricted to graphs of maximum degree B. We first show that Min
Distance k-Paired-Dom Set-4 problem is APX-complete by establishing an L-reduction fromMin Distance 1-Paired-Dom
Set-3 which is known to be APX-complete [10]. Note that Min Distance 1-Paired-Dom Set-3 is the usual Min Paired-
Dom Set-3 problem. Then we establish an L-reduction from Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set-4 problem to Min Distance
k-Paired-Dom Set-3 problem to show thatMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set-3 problem is APX-complete.
We first recall the notation of L-reduction [3,27]. Given two NP-optimization problem π1 and π2 and a polynomial time
transformation f from instances of π1 to instances of π2, we say that f is an L-reduction if there are positive constants α and
β such that for every instance x of π1:
1. optπ2(f (x)) ≤ α · optπ1(x);
2. for every feasible solution y of f (x) with objective value mπ2(f (x), y) = c2, we can in polynomial time find a solution y′
of xwithmπ1(x, y
′) = c1 such that |optπ1(x)− c1| ≤ β · |optπ2(f (x))− c2|.
To show the APX-completeness of a problem π ∈ APX, it is enough to show that there is an L-reduction from some
APX-complete problem to π . TheMin Paired-Dom Set-3 problem is shown to be APX-complete [10].
Lemma 7.1. For a fixed integer k > 0,Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set-4 problem is APX-complete.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3, it is clear thatMin Distance k-Paired-Dom Set-4 problem is in APX. Given a graph G = (V , E) and
an integer k, an instance of Min Paired-Dom Set-3 problem, we construct a graph G′ by attaching a path of length k − 1
to each vertex v ∈ V . We can easily prove that |kPD∗| = |PD∗|, where kPD∗ and PD∗ are optimal solutions of G′ and G,
respectively. Given a distance k-paired-dominating set kPD of G′, we can construct a distance k-paired-dominating set kPD′
of G′ such that kPD′ ⊆ V (G). Now kPD′ must be a paired-dominating set of G. Let PD′ = kPD′. So |PD′| ≤ |kPD′| and hence
|PD′| − |PD∗| ≤ |kPD′| − |kPD∗|. Hence it is an L-reduction with α = 1 and β = 1. 
Theorem 7.2. Min Distance k-Paired-Dom Set-3 problem is APX-complete.
Proof. By Theorem6.3, it is clear thatMinDistance k-Paired-DomSet-4problem is inAPX. Nowweestablish an L-reduction
f fromMinDistance k-Paired-Dom Set-4 problem toMinDistance k-Paired-Dom Set-3 problem. Given a graph G = (V , E)
of maximum degree 4, we construct a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) of maximum degree 3 as follows: for each v of degree 4 in G, we
split it and transform as shown in Fig. 3.
Let kPD be a distance k-paired-dominating set of G. We can construct a kPD′ of G′ as follows:
(i) if dG(v) ≤ 3, then include v in kPD′ if and only if v ∈ kPD.
(ii) if dG(v) = 4 and v ∈ kPD, then include v2k+2, v2k+3 (or v1, v2) in kPD′.
(iii) Suppose dG(v) = 4 and v /∈ kPD. Let u ∈ kPD such that dG(u, v) ≤ k and dG(u, v) is minimum, say k′. Clearly
k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. Include v2k−k′+2, v2k−k′+3 (or v2+k′ , v1+k′ ) in kPD′.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of splitting and transformation of a degree 4 vertex v.
It can be easily seen that kPD′ is a distance k-paired-dominating set of G′ such that |kPD′| = |kPD| + 2 · s, where s is the
number of vertices of G with degree 4. In particular, |kPD′∗| ≤ |kPD∗| + 2 · s, where kPD′∗ and kPD∗ are optimal distance
k- paired-dominating sets of G′ and G, respectively. Since G is a graph with maximum degree 4, by Lemma 2.4, we have
|kPD∗| ≥ ( 2
2k+1−1 ) · |V |. Hence |kPD
′∗| ≤ |kPD∗| + 2|V | ≤ |kPD∗| + (2k+1 − 1)|kPD∗| = 2k+1 · |kPD∗|.
Let kPD′ be a distance k-paired-dominating set of G′. We construct a distance k-paired-dominating set kPD of G as follows.
For each vertex v ∈ V (G) of degree 4, we include v in kPD if and only if ℓ(v) ≥ 3, where ℓ(v) = |kPD′ ∩ {v1, v2, . . . , v2k+3}|.
It is possible that the above vertices may not construct a distance k-paired-dominating set of G. Thus, finally we include a
neighbor of some vertexwhich is already inD. However, in any case, |kPD| ≤ |kPD′|−2·s. In particular, |kPD∗| ≤ |kPD′∗|−2·s.
Therefore, |kPD′∗| = |kPD∗| + 2 · s. Now, we have |kPD| − |kPD∗| ≤ |kPD′| − 2 · s − (|kPD′∗| − 2 · s) = |kPD′| − |kPD′∗|.
Therefore, f is an L-reduction with α = 2k+1 and β = 1. 
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